NOTES:
- Insides painted white
- Lexan backs (clear .236 or light diffused .177 gauge available)
- Optional UL certified with LEDs and 12VDC power supplies
- Return grain will run from face to back

PRODUCT CONSTRUCTION EXAMPLE

SECTION VIEW A-A II SCALE 1:5

0.063" return

MIG welded face to return

0.090" face

Optional detachable studs

Lexan back

Optional LED package

Lead wires or cable with ground

INSIDE cans painted white

"L" brackets solvent bonded to letter returns

ISOMETRIC BACK VIEW II SCALE 1:3

DETAIL DW II SCALE 2:3

FRONT VIEW II SCALE 1:5

PRODUCT TYPE:
FABRICATED METAL

MATERIAL:
5052 ALUMINUM ALLOY

TITLE:
HALO LIT WITH BACK & LEDS - WITH LEDS
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